1 Introduction
==============

One of the most important developments in clinical decision support (CDS) over the past 2--3 years has been the utilization of behavioral theories and techniques from behavioral economics and other domains such as social psychology for improving the likelihood of success. The field of behavioral economics has designed and tested interventions (often called "nudges") that utilize non-rational, non-conscious features of human thought to improve decisions [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-2] . For example, people are less likely to litter or cheat on their taxes, if they believe that relatively few people do this [@JRcho-3] [@JRcho-4] [@JRcho-5] . Some authors have suggested that nudges could be used more frequently in health care [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-6] [@JRcho-7] [@JRcho-8] , for example for discouraging undesirable ordering behaviors of physicians or designing decision aids for patients.

Clinical decision-making is defined as the process of examining and comparing the possibilities, risks, uncertainties, and options for choosing a course of action [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-10] . The application of CDS has produced benefits in many areas, including medication safety, diagnostic test ordering, and reducing care costs. However, the impacts on practice have often been small, with any impact on clinical outcomes being unclear in most areas [@JRcho-11] [@JRcho-12] [@BRcho-13] [@BRcho-14] . It is likely that CDS will become more complex, especially by leveraging new approaches such as big-data techniques and machine learning. However, any clinical benefit will be substantially affected by whether clinicians will choose to implement the suggested approaches. Most CDS approaches historically have assumed that clinicians are rational, deliberate, and will respond positively to evidence-based suggestions [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-10] . In contrast, behavioral models suggest that clinicians tend to make decisions rapidly and often engage in automatic behaviors, and so their decision-making may be best influenced by emotional and social factors using techniques such as nudges and other forms of social motivation [@JRcho-15] [@JRcho-16] [@JRcho-17] [@JRcho-18] .

Traditional economics theory suggests that humans behave as fully informed and rational actors. In contrast, behavioral economics combines the fundamental aspects of economics theory with insights from psychology about the common biases that influence decision-making [@BRcho-19] [@BRcho-20] . Behavioral economics suggests that decision-making involves predictable biases [@BRcho-1] , which allows constructed interventions to anticipate and counteract biases to produce socially desirable outcomes, and even small changes to significantly affect the decision-making environment. For example, the use of appropriate default settings can have a major impact and foster beneficial outcomes [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-15] [@BRcho-21] . Many studies have focused on improving financial behaviors, such as automatically including employees in voluntary retirement savings programs but also allowing them to opt out [@BRcho-1] . The influence of behavioral economics on behavior in many domains has increased the focus on its use in health care [@BRcho-22] [@JRcho-23] [@JRcho-24] .

Insights from behavioral economics can be used to improve the likelihood of successful CDS. In this paper we identify some key decision biases that ordinarily lead to irrational behaviors or responses of clinicians and show how interventions based on behavioral economics can promote and reveal the contributions of CDS to the quality of care. We also introduce and highlight current successful examples of behavioral economics applications in CDS studies. These cases will provide a better understanding of the role of decision biases and heuristics, and how to use them to intervene and improve the motivation and behavior of clinicians.

2 Background
============

Behavioral economics emerged against the backdrop of the traditional economics approach known as the rational-choice model. Traditional economics theory states that people tend to "make good choices in contexts in which they have experience, good information, and prompt feedback," [@BRcho-1] such as choosing among ice cream flavors, while they often make poor choices in contexts in which "they are inexperienced and poorly informed and in which feedback is slow or infrequent," [@BRcho-1] such as choosing an investment portfolio or a drug plan.

Studies on behavioral economics and psychology have documented and explained many of the habits, biases, and tendencies that underlie decision-making, particularly the ways in which it deviates from that predicted by economics theory. These deviations are neither random nor trivial, instead they represent systematic patterns of cognitive biases with enormous implications for health care [@JRcho-25] .

Behavioral economics has been applied to health care in recent years. A systematic literature review [@JRcho-16] of cognitive biases and heuristics in medical decision-making found 19 types of cognitive biases and heuristics, with loss/gain framing bias, relative-risk bias, availability bias, and omission bias being studied the most. Sixty-eight percent of the studies found a bias or heuristics, and 34% assessed clinicians [@JRcho-16] . Behavioral economics techniques have recently been applied to improving the quality of clinical care, including CDS. For example, it was found that sending a letter to the top 20% of antibiotics prescribers in England stating that their practice was prescribing antibiotics at a higher rate than 80% of practices in the NHS Local Area Team resulted in significantly fewer antibiotics being dispensed [@JRcho-17] .

Behavioral economics is also closely related to interventions for improving the quality of clinical care that frequently rely upon changing the practice of clinicians' behaviors, such as reducing inappropriate treatments or diagnostic tests. Several trials have investigated consensus-recommended best practices in designing and implementing quality-improvement interventions that include provider education, audits and feedback, checklists, frontline staff or target populations, or providing direct financial incentives [@JRcho-18] . However, it is unclear if these practices influence the behavior of clinicians. Another approach is applying concepts from the behavioral sciences to changing behavior, such as using social cues and subtle changes in the clinical environment. Related investigations have applied behavioral science models to identify new social and cognitive devices for gently nudging the decision-making of clinicians while preserving their freedom of choice [@JRcho-26] . Such approaches support the goal of effective, evidence-based treatment in health care with appropriate adoption and responses to CDS.

3 Methods
=========

We searched for relevant publications using two methods: a systematic review and snowball citation searching.

3.1 Systematic Review
---------------------

### Search Strategy

Three databases \[PubMed, Web of Science, and CINAHL (EBSCO)\] were searched for all relevant studies published during 2016 and 2017. The three main concepts of clinical decision-making, CDS, and behavior were mapped to the most-relevant controlled vocabulary using MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms, and free-text terms related to behavior change, behavioral approach, or behavioral economics were added where necessary.

### Study Selection

This review identified studies involving behavioral economics concepts or heuristics as an intervention feature in a CDS system or in the health-care context. We excluded articles that only reported a CDS system development process, cognitive-behavior therapy as treatment, including animal behavior, evaluating non-behavior economics interventions, or technical reports on electronic health records (EHRs), mobile applications or platforms, as well as systematic reviews of all types of CDS systems.

### Screening and Study Grouping

We classified the behavioral economics concepts or psychology principles used in studies related to clinical decision-making by providers or patients. Articles were first screened for relevance based on their titles and abstracts, followed by an evaluation of the full texts. Two reviewers independently screened articles at each stage (IC and the research assistant of a PhD student). Disagreements were resolved by discussions between the two reviewers. The overall Kappa value was calculated to assess inter-rater reliability [@JRcho-27] .

One reviewer (IC) performed data abstraction focusing on concepts of behavioral economics or psychology principles addressed, citation information, study design, decision context, main intervention concepts, controls (if applicable), and decision-making outcomes. If an article included in the review cited a CDS system, then information from these sources was used to supplement the data obtained from the article.

Thematic grouping was applied to all studies identified in the systematic review. Data obtained from the articles were used to classify behavioral economics concepts or psychology principles related to clinical decision-making that were employed in the studies.

3.2 Snowball Citation Searching
-------------------------------

We selected three recent reports on the meaningful application of CDS for behavior interventions aimed at improving the prescribing decisions made by physicians [@JRcho-28] [@JRcho-29] [@JRcho-30] . The studies formed part of the Application of Behavioral Economics to Improve the Treatment of Acute Respiratory Infections (BEARI) study, a multisite, cluster-randomized controlled trial performed at various practices in Illinois, Massachusetts, and southern California. We investigated the references in the three publications to find other sources related to the application of behavioral economics to CDS. Authors, titles, abstracts, and captions along with descriptors and other metadata were also examined, and these terms were used to reformulate the search terms applied in subsequent searches. We further used a snowball citation-search method to find key papers on studies in the PubMed database that refer to these papers. We identified topical studies and the sources that the authors used, the frequency of citations, and which authors were cited. This strategy identified authors who had referenced specific publications.

4 Results
=========

The literature search found a total of 816 articles among which 462 were eligible for screening after duplicate removal. Title and abstract screening resulted in the retention of 32 articles, then full-text screening identified 12 articles that met the target criteria and so were included in our classification. The overall Kappa value for the screening process was 0.70, reflecting substantial agreement [@JRcho-31] . The 12 selected articles reported on 10 distinct studies. Among these studies, three addressed monitoring and individual feedback [@JRcho-32] [@JRcho-33] [@JRcho-34] , two compared framed presentations [@JRcho-35] [@JRcho-36] , two addressed heuristics [@JRcho-37] [@JRcho-38] and [@JRcho-39] , one was about social norms [@JRcho-40] , one addressed the ordering effect [@JRcho-41] , and one used a combination of overconfidence, risk aversion, and herding [@JRcho-42] [@JRcho-43] . [Figure 1](#FIcho-1){ref-type="fig"} presents the flowchart of this systematic review.

![Flowchart of study inclusion](10-1055-s-0038-1641221-icho-1){#FIcho-1}

[Table 1](#TBcho-1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the behavioral economics concepts and psychology principles used in EHR-based CDS systems and to aid decisions made by patients. EHR-based CDS systems were used to choose treatment options such as medication prescriptions, preventive care, and chronic disease management, rather than for diagnoses.

###### Behavioral economics concepts and psychology principles relevant to clinical decision support for clinicians and patients

  Concept                                                           Definition
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Social norms [@JRcho-3] [@JRcho-4] [@JRcho-44] [@JRcho-45]        Tendency to uphold one\'s social reputation based on descriptive or local norms.
  Framing effect [@JRcho-46] [@JRcho-47]                            Expression of logically equivalent information in different ways, to maximize the receptivity of clinicians.
  Status-quo bias [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-48]                            A preference for familiarity. People tend to resist change and prefer the current state of affairs.
  Loss aversion/risk aversion [@BRcho-49] [@JRcho-50] [@JRcho-51]   A heightened tendency to focus on avoiding losses, even if this means engaging in risky behavior.
  Decision fatigue [@BRcho-52] [@JRcho-53]                          Being presented with the same circumstances repeatedly will tend to make people lazy and perform worse, making bad decisions more likely.
  Order effects: primacy and recency [@JRcho-54] [@JRcho-55]        The effect ordering has on the relative utility weights associated with the attributes. Ordering effects may be observed as a consequence of the order in which choice sets, scenarios, or attributes appear in a questionnaire.
  Salience effect [@ORcho-56] [@BRcho-57] [@BRcho-58] [@JRcho-59]   Increasing the distinctness of important material so that it will be noticed.
  IKEA effect [@JRcho-60]                                           Overvaluing a product to which one has contributed time and effort.
  Herding [@BRcho-61]                                               Decisions influenced by other colleagues.
  Heuristics [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-16] [@JRcho-62]                     Mental shortcuts based on pattern recognition that drive most decision-making take precedence over rule-based decisions (analytic cognitive process), by springing to mind spontaneously and effortlessly.
  Cognitive bias: overconfidence [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-63]             Errors in probability judgments due to overestimating past appropriate behaviors and future successes.
  Cognitive bias: anchoring [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-64]                  The tendency to perceptually lock onto features of the patient\'s initial presentation too early during the diagnosis, and failing to adjust this initial impression in the light of subsequent information.
  Cognitive bias: availability [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-62]               The disposition to judge things as being more likely (or occurring frequently) if they readily come to mind. For example, recent experience of a disease may increase the likelihood of it being diagnosed.
  Cognitive bias: hindsight [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-62]                  Knowing the outcome may profoundly influence the perception of past events and prevent an accurate appraisal of what actually occurred.
  Cognitive bias: commission [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-65]                 Tendency toward action rather than inaction.
  Cognitive bias: omission [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-65]                   Judging harmful commissions as worse than the corresponding omissions.
  Cognitive bias: representativeness [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-62]         Overemphasizing evidence that strongly resembles a class of events.
  Cognitive bias: relative risk [@JRcho-62]                         Being more likely to choose an option when presented with the relative risk than the absolute risk.
  Too much choice (alternatives) [@JRcho-9] [@JRcho-62]             Choosing a given option more often when there are more alternatives.

The following five behavioral economics concepts have frequently been considered in CDS studies: social norms, framing effect, status-quo bias, heuristics, and overconfidence bias. Below we introduce applications and example studies related to each approach in the field of behavioral economics.

4.1 Social Norms
----------------

Social norms are informal understandings that govern the behavior of the members of a society. Norms that conflict with the behaviors of the dominant society or culture may still be transmitted and maintained within small subgroups of the society. The concepts closely related to social norms are peer comparison and accountable justification. The social psychology literature indicates that feedback from clinicians to a health-care provider on his or her recent performance will have a greater impact when the characteristics of these clinicians are more similar to those of the provider. This may be due to greater similarity between the peer group and the target individual increasing the difficulty of disregarding such comparison data. In addition, the use of local or provincial norms may indicate greater changes compared to using global norms.

Accountability also refers to social pressures to justify one\'s views or decisions to others. Expectations of accountability are an implicit or explicit constraint on virtually everything people do ("If I do this, how will others react?") [@JRcho-45] . Accountability serves to enforce vital societal norms and bridges between the individual and the institutional or social structure to influence individual behavior via social pressures. However, accountability might not affect the direction of judgment, or it might increase or decrease judgmental bias [@JRcho-45] . Psychology studies [@JRcho-46] have found that descriptive norms influence individuals more when the setting in which those norms are formed is comparable to the present setting. Therefore, the motivational power of normative appeals could be greater when describing group behavior that occurred in the setting that most closely matched the immediate situational circumstances of the individual. This is similar to the so-called collective conservatism phenomenon, which is the tendency for people to conform to group norms. This principle can be utilized when attempting to change behavior [@BRcho-1] .

The BEARI study compared the effect of peer comparison with two other types of intervention [@JRcho-29] . The investigators sent feedback on the performance rate to each provider via email messages that contained either "You are a top performer" or "You are not a top performer" on the subject line, based on a performance-rate cutoff of the best 10% providers. This intervention resulted in a significant decrease in the mean antibiotics prescribing rates [@JRcho-66] . The use of achievable benchmarks was found to significantly enhance the effectiveness of physician performance feedback compared to this being based on their own performance relative to the mean performance.

The accountable justification prompted clinicians to enter a free-text justification for prescribing antibiotics on the EHRs that other providers could see, with the statement "No justification for prescribing antibiotics was given" being entered if the clinician did not enter a justification. The accountable-justification intervention was based on accountability reportedly improving the accuracy of decision-making and public justification evoking reputational concerns. Clinicians will seek to preserve their reputation by following injunctive norms (i.e., clinical guidelines) more closely. This approach also significantly decreased the mean antibiotics prescribing rates.

Another before-and-after intervention study [@JRcho-67] used a clinical-justification intervention in CDS alerts prompted by a CT order being placed for the same body part that had undergone CT within the previous 90 days. The order could only be placed if a provider overriding the repeat-CT alert selected a clinical justification from predefined options. Adding such a requirement was found to modestly but significantly improve the impact of repeat-CT decision support (a relative change of 23%), with the overall effect of preventing 1 in 13 repeat-CT orders.

The findings for peer comparison and accountable justification combined with social norms suggest that outcomes can be improved when using achievable benchmarks by applying nudging interventions that have foundations in social decision-making. A peer-comparison intervention can allow health-care providers with fewer resources to improve the quality of health care.

4.2 Framing Effect
------------------

The framing effect is one of the better-studied aspects of clinical decision-making biases in both clinicians and patients. The preferences of decision makers for different options are influenced by how equivalent information is formulated or framed. Framing outcomes in terms of gain, such as saving lives or winning money, make people more risk-averse and likely to choose a smaller certain gain over a possible but uncertain larger gain. In contrast, framing outcomes in terms of losses, such as losing lives or money, make people less risk-averse in order to avoid a loss [@JRcho-62] . In other words, individuals are more willing to accept risk when they perceive something as a potential loss, and they tend to avoid risk when they perceive a potential gain.

CDS examples appear frequently in research on framing. Armstrong et al. [@JRcho-68] asked their study participants to imagine that they had lung cancer, and gave them probability-of-survival and life-expectancy data for two alternative treatments: surgery and radiation. The data were presented in a positive or "survival" frame to half of the participants, and in a negative or "mortality" frame to the others. The "survival" participants were told that 90 of 100 people receiving surgery will live through the procedure, with 68 being alive after one year and 34 being alive after five years; whereas all of 100 people receiving radiation will live through the treatment, with 77 being alive after one year and 22 being alive after five years. The "mortality" participants received the same objective information presented in terms of the number of people who will die. The participants preferred radiation therapy over surgery 44% of the time in the mortality frame but only 18% of the time in the survival frame. These observations imply that preferences vary with how identical objective information is presented.

Tannenbaum et al. [@JRcho-28] examined how grouping menu items systematically affected the prescribing practices of primary-care providers. They used clinical vignettes that described typical signs and symptoms for ARTIs (Acute Respiratory Tract Infections), and asked providers to choose treatments from a menu of options randomly assigned to one of two menu partitions. For antibiotics-inappropriate vignettes, the treatment menu either listed over-the-counter medications individually while grouping prescriptions together, or displayed the reverse partition. Comparing the results across vignettes revealed that there was an 11.5% reduction in choosing aggressive treatment options (e.g., broad-spectrum antibiotics) when such options were grouped compared to when the same options were listed individually. A randomized clinical trial [@JRcho-35] examined the effects of presenting different benefits and risks in four different formats on the intention of patients to accept low-value or potentially low-value screening services: prostate cancer screening in men aged 50--69 years, osteoporosis screening in low-risk women aged 50--64 years, or colorectal cancer screening in men and women aged 76--84 years. While no differences were found in terms of changes in intentions and other outcomes, the authors found that the format of numbers plus a framed presentation was effective for numerate patients. A very recent study [@JRcho-36] found that the ordering of advanced medical imaging procedures was affected by framed information designed to show physicians guideline rules, malpractice cases, and costs.

The findings of these studies imply that the treatment choices of providers can be influenced by how menu options or relevant messages are displayed, and hence that the layout of EHR order sets and design should not be arbitrary.

4.3 Status-Quo Bias (Default Bias)
----------------------------------

The concept of opting out is referred to as default bias in behavioral economics. Opt-out means a preferred behavior occurs automatically but can be disregarded, while opt-in means that active steps must be taken to perform a preferred behavior. Opt-out makes the target behavior easier and strongly signals the suggested course of action. Status-quo bias is the similar phenomenon of preferring the current state of affairs. Such behavior can obviously lead to bad decisions, and famous examples of government policies that support status-quo are a government scheme in the United States for opting out of retirement savings [@BRcho-1] , the Save More Tomorrow program [@JRcho-69] , and an organ donation program [@JRcho-70] .

Bourdeaux et al. [@JRcho-71] examined the impact of using default ventilator settings consistent with low tidal-volume targets and a large dashboard with alerts for excessive tidal volumes in the surgical intensive-care unit of a tertiary hospital. They analyzed 2,144 consecutive patients who received controlled mechanical ventilation for more than one hour, and found that variations in the default ventilator settings and using a dashboard can significantly influence clinical decision-making. Schuler et al. [@JRcho-72] applied the same technique to modify the antibiotics order set for discharge prescriptions with the aim of decreasing how long antibiotics were prescribed for uncomplicated skin and soft-tissue infections in a children\'s hospital, and found a sustained improvement in prescribing practices over a six-month period. Default bias could be considered advantageous since it presents providers with a default option that maximizes benefits and minimizes risks.

4.4 Heuristics
--------------

A heuristic is any practical approach to problem solving, learning, or discovery that can achieve immediate goals while not being guaranteed to be optimal or perfect [@BRcho-1] [@JRcho-16] [@JRcho-62] . Where it is impossible or impractical to find an optimal solution, a heuristic can be used to find a satisfactory solution without the cognitive load of making a decision. Examples of this include using a rule of thumb, an educated guess, an intuitive judgment, guesstimate, stereotyping, profiling, or common sense. Heuristics work well under constraints of time pressure and uncertainty precisely because they ignore irrelevant information and streamline decision-making. They mostly generate good outcomes, but they can also draw attention to incorrect contextual cues that lead to predictable errors of judgment (biases). Several types of bias in [Table 1](#TBcho-1){ref-type="table"} are frequently cited in health care.

One randomized study [@JRcho-39] noted that patients who do not have clearly defined values or preferences when asked to make decisions may construct preferences to justify their choices. Novel persuasive video interventions with recorded vignettes were used to help patients trust and accept controversial, evidence-based screening medical recommendations, and produced significant changes in the screening intentions. Other studies [@JRcho-37] [@JRcho-38] found that exposing emergency room physicians to video games improved triage decision-making in a validated virtual simulation compared to using apps based on traditional didactic education.

4.5 Overconfidence Bias
-----------------------

Behavioral economics suggests that errors in probability judgments are common, including overestimations of both past appropriate behavior and future success. Numerous studies have indicated that clinicians tend to overestimate their recent utilization of best practices, from vaccinations to evidence-based assessments of high-risk patients [@JRcho-73] [@JRcho-74] [@JRcho-75] . Reliable techniques for reducing overconfidence bias have not yet been reported in the behavioral economics literature. Some clinicians might be more receptive to prompts about best practices if they receive feedback that contrasts their self-perceived quality of care they have recently provided to patients with more objective sources of information or peer comparison. The existence of overconfidence bias should reassure developers of CDS interventions that clinicians may sometimes unjustifiably dismiss the need for such reminders.

Forrest et al. [@JRcho-76] assessed the effects of EHR-based CDS and physician performance feedback on adherence to guidelines for acute otitis media and otitis media with effusion. In a factorial-design cluster randomized trial of primary-care practices, those authors developed a CDS system recommending guideline-based practice with monthly feedback to physicians reporting their adherence to guideline-based care. CDS and performance feedback were each found to be effective at improving adherence to guidelines, but with their combination being no better. Gerber et al. [@JRcho-77] applied 1 year of personalized quarterly auditing and feedback about prescribing practice for bacterial and viral ARTIs or usual practice. They found an improved adherence to prescribing guidelines for common bacterial ARTIs, with a decrease in off-guideline prescribing for children with pneumonia, but with no effect on the prescribing of antibiotics for viral infections. Saposnik et al. [@JRcho-43] found that the herding of physicians but not their overconfidence or tolerance to uncertainty affected the management of multiple sclerosis in a prospective study.

4.6 Other Concepts
------------------

The IKEA effect [@JRcho-60] , salience [@BRcho-58] [@JRcho-59] , stewardship principle [@JRcho-78] , and ordering effect [@JRcho-55] are also reportedly useful methods to apply to CDS. The IKEA effect refers to people overvaluing a product to which they have contributed time and effort. This could be implemented in the clinical environment by involving front-line clinicians in designing CDS systems and allowing them to make small changes to practice guidelines to promote their local ownership and adoption. Salience refers to making important material distinctions so that they will be noticed by clinicians, which could be implemented using atypical messages, unusual font colors, and novel visual images in the usability design of a CDS interface. The stewardship principle was applied to leverage the implementation of an electronic weight-based vancomycin order set in a computerized physician order-entry system to increase the rate of appropriate dosing [@JRcho-79] .

5 Discussion
============

The informatics field includes many concepts related to behavioral economics and human biases. These techniques offer novel viewpoints about human biases and the opportunity to use them to change clinician behaviors. For example, current medication alerts are a simple and very common type of CDS exhibiting override rates ranging from 24% to 98% worldwide depending on the alert type and study site [@JRcho-80] . Interventions for reducing high override rates have exhibited variable success [@JRcho-81] , with proposed mechanisms including alert fatigue, habituation, and human resistance to CDS. Our research team has found that override variations are related to the specificity of CDS rules and task characteristics, and physician-level differences [@ORcho-82] . Our observations on clinician behaviors suggest that there are two types of high over-riders (experienced and inexperienced) who exhibit different characteristics and override patterns, and hence may require different approaches. Providing frequent information such as peer comparison with performance feedback or displaying information effectively using framing bias could be helpful. Behavioral approaches represent a simple and practical option. Issues of informed consent, physician--patient communication, patient adherence, and physician accuracy in diagnoses and treatments are considered to be influenced by biases and heuristics, and new social and cognitive approaches are needed to address them [@JRcho-9] [@BRcho-83] .

Changing decision-making or behavior of clinicians has been challenging in many care domains. Various interventions such as clinician education, audits and feedback, and financial or regulatory incentives have been used, but these have only been moderately successful and have variable sustainability, especially for education. New interventions that utilize insights from behavioral economics and social psychology present novel opportunities to produce larger and more-enduring effects with CDS. These interventions could take into account a growing body of research indicating that individuals act within broad social contexts and behave in ways that are not always rational but may still be predictable [@BRcho-20] [@JRcho-84] .

5.1 Future Directions
---------------------

Analytic aids for improving clinical decision-making and promoting evidence-based medicine should ultimately be combined with CDS functions. Such an approach should improve decision-making by encouraging clinicians to focus on the most-relevant information and assign appropriate weightings to that information, even when the weightings come from the clinicians themselves. The demonstrated susceptibility of clinicians to various biases when they are making decisions indicates the desirability of further efforts to reduce possible biases and improve the quality of clinical decision-making. This could include improving the design of evidence-based services and CDS tools and making them more accessible and user-friendly in clinical settings.

5.2 Study Limitations
---------------------

This study reviewed the current literature on the use of behavioral economics concepts in the design and implementation of CDS systems, but relevant studies could have been missed by our manual searching method.

6 Conclusions
=============

CDS systems are designed to improve care, but one of their key limitations has been that providers often ignore suggestions that would improve clinical care. It is therefore important to make suggestions that are more likely to result in the best choices. CDS systems have the potential to change the way medicine is taught, since responding to them well will become a key skill [@BRcho-85] . Clinicians are affected by their experiences, intuition, and cognitive shortcuts when making clinical decisions, and can be vulnerable to multiple cognitive biases. One method of addressing this problem is to apply behavioral economics approaches and the heuristics of cognitive psychology in CDS interventions. Several recent studies have shown that such approaches are more likely to change clinician behaviors in positive ways compared to using more traditional approaches.
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